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While Labour make promises, we’re getting on with
delivering progress in Scotland

Jeremy Corbyn is today making his keynote speech that will close Labour’s
annual conference. His speech made a raft of promises – many of them for
policies that are being delivered here in Scotland right now.
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Labour more shameless than the Tories on Brexit

Just when you thought the UK Government’s shambolic Brexit negotiations
couldn’t get any worse, we had the embarrassing spectacle of the EU summit in
Salzburg. Theresa May had to be told, once again, that her universally panned
Chequers plan was dead in the water.
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For Yes to win next time, and there will be a next
time, we too need to up our game

I was encouraged this week to hear from Sky News about their plans to set up
an independent commission to oversee Leaders Debates in future General
Elections.
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Our plan for Scotland: Delivering for all
communities

Nicola Sturgeon has announced the Scottish Government’s plan for the next
year – the Programme for Government. Here are just some of the things the SNP
Scottish Government is doing to support Scotland’s diverse communities.
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Broken promises by Tories and No campaign since
#IndyRef

It has now been four years since Scotland was told by the Tory Westminster
government and No campaign that in 2014 the way to protect Scotland’s place
in Europe was to vote No, we now find ourselves being dragged out of the EU
against our will and towards an extreme...Read More »
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